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Community planning activities in the New York Metropolitan Region increased 
tremendously in the years following the close of World War II according to the 
findings of a questionnaire survey conducted recently by the Regional Plan As
sociation. This is the first of two bulletins resulting from the survey. 

In another bulletin soon to be published, the Association will discuss its find
ings with regard to the status of over-all community planning and to the various 
means for carrying out those local plans which have met with agreement: zoning 
ordinances, the regulation of subdivisions, capital improvement budgeting, etc. 

The survey revealed the need particularly for a special focusing on problems of 
regulating building construction-a need involving many newly developing muni
cipalities that have had no past experience with rapid growth as well as a great 
many older cities where building codes are common but frequently obsolete. 

The map of municipalities which reported building codes (see below) illustrates 
how very many of the communities that lie within the portions of the region that 
either were built up in the past or have recently had a drastic expansion of building 
activity have found building codes necessary and desirable. It also shows that a 
number of municipalities at the fringe of present development have not yet had the 
foresight to anticipate the quickening of local construction that may be imminent 
as decentralization trends in the region reach farther and farther out. 
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THE BUILDING CODE 

A KEY TO BETTER 

BUILDING 

Catastrophe or disorderly building 

development within a municipality fre

quently arouses public demand for 

building regulation. Communities, faced 

with rapid growth or with unexpected 

changes in character, for the first time 

begin to see the necessity of planning 

comprehensively so as to regulate build

ing. To carry out their plans and to 

assure sound structures, many of them 

adopt zoning ordinances and building 

codes. 

Persons concerned especially with 

real property-owners, mortgagees, 

architects, brokers, tax assessors-have 

impressed municipal officials with the 

need for protection against unsafe 

buildings and disorderly development. 

·For, these bring higher insurance rates

and eventually with the extension of

blight may cause higher local taxes.

While zoning is an answer to some of

the problems facing municipalities, the

protection afforded by a building code

1s the solution to other problems.

( Contin11ed on Page 2) 

Tho11gh the white areas of the map 
show that many bttilding codes exist, 
. the majority of these are so 011tmoded 
(see Page 4) that widespread consider
ation of code revision is indicated. 










